
 

3. Wash STRATA® garments seperately from other 

    clothing can transfer 

4. Use hot water to clean STRATA® garments

5. For extremely soiled garments, use high 
    surfactant or additives which reinforce detergents 

Recommendations

1.  Do not use bleach. 
    protection properties, but will reduce garment 
    quality and appearance  

2. Grease stained garments should be pre-treated 
    before washing. Dry cleaning (before/ or after 

    stains. 

3. Do not wash light and dark coloured clothes 
    together. It is possible to wash multi-coloured 
    (colour combined) garments using the     
    maintainance recommendations

4.  Wash extremely soiled garments sepetely
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Washing Symbols Guide

WASH BLEACH TUMBLE DRY

IRON DRY CLEAN

Washing Codes Guide

cool
low

warm 
medium

hot
high

STRATA® Washing Symbols* 

Wash care can vary.
Check individual STRATA® 
wash care label before washing. 

Washing Recommendations

Wash STRATA® garments separately from other items of 
clothing

Ensure all fastenings, zips etc are closed prior to washing 

Wash STRATA® garments by type, i.e tops together

Do not wash light and dark coloured garments together

Wash at the recommended temperature as advised on 
STRATA® wash care label

Wash extremely soiled garments separately

Grease stained garments should be pre-treated before 
washing, dry cleaning can be more effective with these 
stains

Dry as per wash care label. Do not over dry

STRATA® Washing Instructions

www.strata-protection.com

*For Dry cleaners use only

All STRATA® garments have inherent protection – 
this can not reduce in any way during washing.
 
The advice above is to help prolong the life, look 
and shape of your STRATA® garments.
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